
Choose a TT rider to do a fact page about.

 

You could include their age, where they were born and 
where they live. 


What year they started racing and finished if they have 
retired. 


What were some of their best finishes. 

Do they ride sidecars or bikes? 

Have they won any races at other race meetings?


If you can read the ‘TT presentation’ on the Extras part 
of the website (no need to print) then answer the 
following questions. 


What year did the TT start?


What changed in 1911?


What year was the first 100mph lap made?

Challenge- Create a quiz that someone else could 
answer after reading the pack. :) Or any TT quiz


Even though we aren’t in school at the minute we will be sending home a 
report. For your writing this week I would like you to reflect and think about 
your year and write your report comment. 


Think about what you are proud of, it could be to do with any part of your 
learning. Maybe you found something tricky and used your GROW 
attitude.

I am proud of… 

My favourite subject is…  

My favourite Topic was…  
We looked at the impact on plastic in our seas and 
how we could reduce waste and the importance of 
recycling and re-using plastics. We compared the 
Rotten Romans and Groovy Greeks everyday lives and 
looked out how technology and laws have changed. 


Where’s Hamill? - We looked at Australian animals, 
Aboriginal art and New Zealand - Maori culture 
and art. We used Googlemaps and Atlas’ to 
research locations and how you can travel there. 


Next year I am looking forward to … 

My favourite memory from being off school … 

Example from last year: 

I am proud of moving reading levels because I tried hard and like reading 
more now. 

My favourite subject is science because you can try new things. 

My favourite topic was the Rainforest because I like how the class was 
decorated and loved doing the painting of animals. 

I am looking forward to learning new things in Year 4. 

Next year I want to get better at swimming because it’s fun! 



Design your own motorbike helmet. 


Create an advert persuading 
people why this is the best helmet 
and why people should buy it! 


Design your own TT logo!  
Or re-create this one using any 
materials you have. 


